Acuity

®

A vision of comfort
and style.

Stratawood: Burnished Cherry
Seating upholstery: Edelman® Dream Cow Gray Suit Leather
Mesh carrier (mesh): Titanium (Lustre) Frame finish: Polished Aluminum

Allsteel

When designing Acuity, we began by
building a team. Ergonomists. Physical
therapists. Researchers. And Bruce Fifield
of Milan-based Design Continuum Italia to
lead the design. Then we watched so we
could learn. We examined what people
need from their chairs. We scrutinized every
detail. And we created a chair to instantly
and comfortably fit every user. A chair that
adapts to you, not the other way around.
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Reflects the human body.
Supports the human body.
We call it AcuFit™. You’ll call it a new kind of comfort.
A weight-activated mechanism responds to body weight
and keeps the seat and back moving in relation to one
another during recline, providing the ideal amount of
support. So it fits any body and supports every task.

A mesh back mirrors the spine, providing
ergonomic fit to the shoulders and lumbar
simultaneously and continuously. Mechanical
dynamics in the materials and structure
of the carrier promote healthy posture by
allowing just the right amount of flex.

Eight-way positioning lets you type, talk,
or slip the arms out of your way for easy
get up and go.

Fit-to-body by moving the seat up, down, and
back and forth with just the touch of a fingertip.

A customized, hybrid cushion ensures comfort
immediately when you sit and after hours
at your desk.

Fit-to-task with a simple slide control that locks,
tightens, or loosens the tilt.
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Enhances every environment
and any body.
Acuity is elegant and pleasing, as anything inessential has been stripped away,
leaving behind only a purity of form that fits in any environment. The Acuity work
chair is available in a variety of beautiful frame finishes, with arms or without. An
optional slip-on jacket, available in leather or fabric, offers premium appeal in
conference rooms, private offices, or boardrooms. Remove the jacket and you’re
back to mesh for everyday flexibility. The Acuity multi-purpose side chair complements
the work chair, so you can outfit the entire office and a variety of applications.

Acuity work chair with fixed arms
shown with optional jacket.

Panel fabric: Coast Tide Natural veneer: Burnished Cherry
Storage: Frosty White Top trim and feet: Brilliant White, Silver
Seating upholstery: Appoint Seating Turquoise, Whisper™ Espresso
Mesh carrier (mesh): Graphite (Mist) Frame finish: Graphite

Allsteel

Acuity armless side chair with
pivoting mesh back.
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Acuity Statement of Line
WORK/CONFERENCE CHAIR

Overall Dimensions

H 41"- 46½"

W 26 1/8"

D 25"

See price list for model numbers.

Seat Dimensions

H 16¾"-21¾"

W 19"

D 15½"-18½"

Back Dimensions

H 25½"

W 16"

Adjustable Arm Dimensions

H 7"-11"

W 12½"-20½"

D 8¼"-13¼"

Fixed Arm Dimensions

H 9"

W 19¾"

D 11 3/8"

Lumbar Dimension

H 8¾"

Back-to-Seat Angle

93.5º-111º

Chassis and base are available in Polished Aluminum, Graphite, and Silver. Base is also available in Black.
Four different mesh carrier/mesh color combinations are available. See price list for more details.

Designed with an Italian sensibility and
American ingenuity, in collaboration with
Milan-based Design Continuum Italia.
Designed and manufactured to have
minimal impact on both the physical
and social environment, Acuity strives to
maximize achievement in sustainability
and third-party certification.
MULTI-PURPOSE SIDE CHAIR
Arms
ACM-MUGO
ACM-MUCO

Armless
ACM-MUGA
ACM-MUCA

Our plant works to use energy, water, and materials as efficiently as possible.
Green-E certified wind renewable energy certificates offset 100% of the energy used to assemble Acuity chairs.
We provide disassembly diagrams and partner with recycling organizations to keep chairs out of landfills.
We follow a range of socially responsible business practices and require the same of our suppliers.
Acuity has been awarded SCS Indoor Advantage™ Gold certification.
Acuity is level® 2 certified to the furniture sustainability standard.
Overall Dimensions (Arms)

H 33½"

W 24½"

D 21½"

Overall Dimensions (Armless)

H 33½"

W 24½"

D 21½"
D 16"

Seat Dimensions

H 18 / "

W 18"

Back Dimensions

H 181/2"

W 165/8"

Fixed Arm Dimensions

H 93/8"

W 201/2"

Lumbar Dimension

H 9¾"

Back-to-Seat Angle

96°-99°
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D 15"

Multi-purpose side chairs stack four high on the floor and are also available with casters.
See price list for details.

Learn more about Acuity
Use your smartphone to scan this EZcode or visit allsteeloffice.com.
Go to getscanlife.com to download the app.

We believe that we can make a real and lasting difference for our environment by
designing relevant, durable, high-quality products that are guaranteed for years
of use and reuse. For details, visit allsteeloffice.com/alltogethernow.
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Allsteel supports green initiatives in the contract furniture
industry as a member of the U.S. Green Building Council.
Acuity is an SCS Indoor Advantage™ Gold and level® 2
certified product.

